Governing Council (GC) Evaluation Criteria and Indicators
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CRITERIA
A. Soundness of Proposal (20%)

B. Suitability of Output (30%)

C. Significance of Outcome (30%)

D. Competence of Proponent (20%)

Meets indicator fully and completely
Meets indicator with clarification needed
Meets indicator with minor revisions needed
Meets indicator with major revisions needed
Does not meet indicator

INDICATORS
R&D addresses relevant sectoral need (applicable to
pressing concern)
Solution provided is most effective (compared to other
proposed solutions)
Proposed budget is reasonable (project is not expensive
vis-a-vis output)
Workplan is doable in a given timeframe
R&D output is cost-effective (cost is competitive in
relation to new or existing products or process)
Has identified partners to adopt the technology (with
letter of support from the head of the company)
Output can be commercialized (through an exisitng
manufacturer, spin-off or start-up company)
R&D utilization is timely (output should not be overtaken
by others)
Economic: (1) increase in productivity, (2) increase in
income, (3) new jobs generated, (4) high ROI
Social: (1) working partnerships established, (2) trainings
opportunities provided, (3) policies adopted, (4) increased
access to basic services (i.e., food, health, education)
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5

Environment: (1) enhanced environment health
standards, (2) no adverse effect
Sustainability: Sustainability mechanisms established in
terms institutional, financial and human resources
capability (does not include serial submission of new
related proposal)
Proponent's expertise aligned with the proposal
Collaboration with relevant agencies and/or industry
partners
Thorough understanding of the proposal's deliverables
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Have good experience with the proponent
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TOTAL SCORE

100

PERCENT SCORE

DISPOSITION

80 - 100
61 - 80

Highly Recommended
Recommended (subject to compliance from GC comments)

41 - 60

For Revision (subject forPMT/GC Re-evaluation)

0 - 40

Not Recommended

